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About This Game

This game is about a person who kept running through his life, never looking back at the past. He rarely slept, and even with 24
hours in a day, it was not enough for him.

Once during a trip, he gets into trouble. Now he's lying on the cold ground, buried beneath his bicycle.
Slides of various moments fly through his head.

Will his memories return? Will he be able to stand up again?
You must help him.

Features:
- Opportunity to tell a man by his memories
- Unique game genre "Game-Photo album"

- User-friendly interface
- 8 different endings (4 good / 4 bad)

- Original soundtrack included
- STEAM Trading Cards support
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Retention is a game made by russian developers \/ artists,which is about...getting your memorise back!

You fall of your bicycle and memories just came up in your head,and your goal,is to get those back before the times up.
Let's be honest,this is a okay plot,really intresting.

My biggest problem with this game...well,for me it's not feels like a game.You are watching photos and choose 1 of it from a
group of 3 photos,and try to get a stable memory,while your time is limited,so you most likely going to click furiously.There are
total of 4 endings,however that's not true either,because you can get other variants of endings...what I found out,there are 16
different endings which sound cool actually...but you most likely won't even bother with those,because you will get bored,either
confused about this product.

The pictures actually looks okay,there are some really beautiful ones.A big negative point to the windows mode,because you
cannot put this game to full screen.

The music was just weird for me,to be honest,I never heard anything like it...I didn't enjoyed it.

I played this game through once in 10 mins,but it felt like half an hour.I like story based games and choices matter games,this
kinda like those "tags",but for me,it's just kinda confusing and not understandable.Don't buy it,not even worth it,only if you
want relaxing or watch some photos,or get confused by the music...but atleast the steam badge levels for this game looks nice..
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